
MYBIODY and BIODY XPERT capture the attention at CES 2016 
For the second consecutive year, MYBIODY (home device) and Biody-Xpert (professional device)
raise once more the interest in their unique and exclusive innovations at CES 2016

2016 : Opening to the American market and the rest of the World

Distributed in 2015 with success on the francophone market (France, Luxembourg, Switzerland and
Belgium), BBRC/Aminogram goal at CES was to open its trade relations on the American and Asian
areas.

The largest worldwide gathering of Las Vegas allowed to find several partnership opportunities, and
retailing agreements are ongoing with Japan, Australia, China, Brasil, Canada and the United States.
The recent BIODY XPERT registration with the FDA  and the release of the English and Spanish
websites for MYBIODY were two vital factors to start this new phase of international growth.

Best Buy selects MYBIODY to participate at the "Best Buy Start-Up night"

Best Buy, the leader in American mass retailing, requested the presence of MYBIODY in a private
showing they organised at the margins of CES. MYBIODY is one of the three international companies
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selected and the only French chosen one.

MYBIODY and BIODY XPERT :  exclusive digital health solutions made in France.

Selected by Business France and the French Tech, MYBIODY and BIODY XPERT present

themselves as digital health innovations from the French delegation at CES. Those two immediate

checkup devices offer a new perspective in the use of connected health devices : MYBIODY is a

body tracking and diagnosis device for the general public. It works in synergy with BIODY XPERT, a

device used by hospitals, doctors and sports coaches. The two devices can communicate together

and send the patient biometric data on the professional program. Scheduled alerts will notify the

professional.

Telemonitoring from home is becoming a reality, and the Innovation Center of Health Usages
rewarded this by giving a "special jury award" for this pioneering and unique innovation. 

A booth visited by several significant people
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During 4 days, the MYBIODY and BIODY XPERT was one of the most frequented booth of the
French Tech selection. It triggered the attention and the curiosity of several figures from the political
andentrepreneurship spheres.

The presence of MYBIODY and BIODY XPERT at CES 2016 allowed the visitors to test and discover
this new patented technology. Among the many visitors, Emmanuel Macron, French Minister of the
Economy, Industry and Digital Affairs, had the opportunity to confirm its benefits as a user. Pierre
Gattaz, president of the Mouvement des Entreprises de France (MEDEF), the main pro-business
organization in France, made his first checkup with MYBIODY. Guillaume Sarkozy, president of the
Malakoff Médéric group, accompanied by its development team, also allocated time from their
schedule to test the innovation that will challenge the codes of monitoring and prevention at home or
at work...

Official website : http://en.mybiody.com/

PressRoom : http://mybiodybalance.pr.co/
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ABOUT MYBIODY

MYBIODY est le seul appareil connecté du secteur e-santé qui permet d’établir un check-up corporel immédiat.
MYBIODY est un appareil de prévention et de contrôle, qui permet à l’utilisateur de suivre les effets sur son
organisme : de son alimentation, de son activité sportive et du vieillissement. Il est mobile, connecté sur tous
systèmes et multi-utilisateur. Un appareil suffit pour chaque famille.

Pour plus d'informations sur MYBIODY, rendez-vous sur : www.mybiody.com

MYBIODY is the only digital health wearable device able to establish an immediate health check up. MYBIODY is
a prevention and monitoring tool allowing users to follow the effects on their health of : their diet, their physical
activity, and ageing. It is a mobile, multi-platform, and multi-user device that is sufficient for whole family.

For further information visit our web site : http://en.mybiody.com/
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